In order to mimic the human ability of continual acquisition and transfer of knowledge across various tasks, a learning system needs the capability for continual learning, effectively utilizing the previously acquired skills. As such, the key challenge is to transfer and generalize the knowledge learned from one task to other tasks, avoiding forgetting and interference of previous knowledge and improving the overall performance. In this paper, within the continual learning paradigm, we introduce a method that effectively forgets the less useful data samples continuously and allows beneficial information to be kept for training of the subsequent tasks, in an online manner. The method uses statistical leverage score information to measure the importance of the data samples in every task and adopts frequent directions approach to enable a continual or life-long learning property. This effectively maintains a constant training size across all tasks. We first provide mathematical intuition for the method and then demonstrate its effectiveness in avoiding catastrophic forgetting and computational efficiency on continual learning of classification tasks when compared with the existing state-of-the-art techniques.
Introduction
It is a typical practice to design and optimize machine learning (ML) models to solve a single task. On the other hand, humans, instead of learning over isolated complex tasks, are capable of generalizing and transferring knowledge and skills learned from one task to another. This ability to remember, learn and transfer information across tasks is referred to as continual learning [36, 31, 12, 27] . The major challenge for creating ML models with continual learning ability is that they are prone to catastrophic forgetting [22, 23, 11, 7] . ML models tend to forget the knowledge learned from previous tasks when re-trained on new observations corresponding to a different (but related) task. Specifically when a deep neural network (DNN) is fed with a sequence of tasks, the ability to solve the first task will decline significantly after training on the following tasks. The typical structure of DNNs by design does not possess the capability of preserving previously learned knowledge without interference between tasks or catastrophic forgetting. In order to overcome catastrophic forgetting, a learning system is required to continuously acquire knowledge from the newly fed data as well as to prevent the training of the new data samples from destroying the existing knowledge.
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to continual learning with DNNs that addresses the catastrophic forgetting issue, namely a technique called online leverage score sampling (OLSS). In OLSS, we progressively compress the input information learned thus far, along with the input from current task and form more efficiently condensed data samples. The compression technique is based on the statistical leverage scores measure, and it uses the concept of frequent directions in order to connect the series of compression steps for a sequence of tasks.
When thinking about continual learning, a major source of inspiration is the ability of biological brains to learn without destructive interference between older memories and generalize knowledge across multiple tasks. In this regard, the typical approach is enabling some form of episodic-memory in the network and consolidation [22] via replay of older training data. However, this is an expensive process and does not scale well for learning large number of tasks. As an alternative, taking inspiration from the neuro-computational models of complex synapses [1] , recent work has focused on assigning some form of importance to parameters in a DNN and perform task-specific synaptic consolidation [14, 39] . Here, we take a very different view of continual learning and find inspiration in the brains ability for dimensionality reduction [26] to extract meaningful information from its environment and drive behavior. As such, we enable such progressive dimensionality reduction (in terms of number of samples) of previous task data combined with new task data in order to only preserve a good summary information (discarding the less relevant information or effective forgetting) before further learning. Repeating this process in an online manner we enable continual learning for a large sequence of tasks. Much like our brains, a central strategy employed by our method is to strike a balance between dimensionality reduction of task specific data and dimensionality expansion as processing progresses throughout the hierarchy of the neural network [8] .
Related Work
Recently, a number of approaches have been proposed to adapt a DNN model to the continual learning setting, from an adaptive model architecture perspective such as adding columns or neurons for new tasks [30, 38, 32] ; model parameter adjustment or regularization techniques like, imposing restrictions on parameter updates [14, 39, 17, 35] ; memory revisit techniques which ensure model updates towards the optimal directions [19, 28, 33] ; Bayesian approaches to model continuously acquired information [35, 24, 9] ; or on broader domains with approaches targeted at different setups or goals such as few-shot learning or transfer learning [6, 25] .
In order to demonstrate our idea in comparison with the state-of-the-art techniques, we briefly discuss the following three popular approaches to continual learning: I) Regularization: It constrains or regularizes the model parameters by adding additional terms in the loss function that prevent the model from deviating significantly from the parameters important to earlier tasks. Typical algorithms include elastic weight consolidation (EWC) [14] and continual learning through synaptic intelligence (SI) [39] . II) Architectural modification: It revises the model structure successively after each task in order to provide more memory and additional free parameters in the model for new task input. Recent examples in this direction are progressive neural networks [30] and dynamically expanding networks [38] . III) Memory replay: It stores data samples from previous tasks in a separate memory buffer and retrains the new model based on both the new task input and the memory buffer. Popular algorithms here are gradient episodic memory (GEM) [19] , incremental classifier and representation learning (iCaRL) [28] .
Among these approaches, regularization is particularly prone to saturation of learning when the number of tasks is large. The additional / regularization term in the loss function will soon lose its competency when important parameters from different tasks are overlapped too many times. Modifications on network architectures like progressive networks resolve the saturation issue, but do not scale when the number and complexity of tasks increase. The scalability problem is also prominent when using current memory replay techniques, often suffering from high memory and computational costs.
Our approach resembles the use of memory replay since it preserves the original input data samples from earlier tasks for further training. However, it does not require extra memory for training and is cost efficient compared to previous memory replay methods. It also makes more effective use of the model structure by exploiting the model capacity to adapt with more tasks, in contrast to constant addition of neurons or additional network layers for new tasks. Furthermore, unlike the importance assigned to model specific parameters when using regularization methods, we assign importance to the training data that is relevant in effectively learning new tasks, while forgetting less important information.
Online Leverage Score Sampling
Before presenting the idea, we first setup the problem: Let {(A 1 , B 1 ), (A 2 , B 2 ), ..., (A i , B i ), ...} represent a sequence of tasks, each task consists of n i data samples and each sample has a feature dimension d and an output dimension m, i.e., input A i ∈ R ni×d and true output B i ∈ R ni×m . Here, we assume the feature and output dimensions are fixed for all tasks 1 . The goal is to train a DNN over the sequence of tasks and ensure it performs well on all of them, without catastrophic forgetting. Here, we consider that the network's architecture stays the same and the tasks are received in a sequential manner. Formally, with f representing a DNN, our objective is to minimize the loss 2 :
Under this setup, we look at some of the existing models:
Online EWC trains f on the ith task (A i , B i ) with a loss function containing additional penalty terms
where λ indicates the importance level of the previous tasks compared to task i, F j p represents the pth diagonal entry of the Fisher information matrix for Task j, w represents the number of parameters in the network, θ p corresponds to the pth model parameter for the current task and θ j * p is the pth model parameter value for the jth task.
Alternately, GEM maintains an extra memory buffer containing data samples from each of the previous tasks M k with k < i. It trains on the current task (A i , B i ) with a regular loss function, but subject to inequalities on each update of f (update on each parameter θ),
∂θ ≥ 0 for all k < i.
Our approach
The new method OLSS, different from either method above, targets to find an approximation of A in a streaming (online) manner, i.e., form a sketchÂ i ∈ R ×d to approximate [A
is likely to perform on all tasks as good as
In order to avoid extra memory and computation cost during the training process, we could set the approximateÂ i to have the same number of rows (number of data samples) as the current task A i .
Equation (1) and (2) represent nonlinear least squares problems. It is to be noted that a nonlinear least squares problem can be solved with an approximation deduced from an iteration of linear least squares problems with J T J∆θ = J T ∆B where J is the Jacobian of f at each update (using the Gauss-Newton method). Besides this technique, there are various other approaches in addressing this problem. Here we adopt a cost effective simple randomization technique -leverage score sampling, which has been used extensively in solving large scale linear least squares and low rank approximation problems [2, 5, 37] . for i ∈ {1, ..., n}.
Statistical Leverage
Statistical leverage scores measure the non-uniformity structure of a matrix and a higher score indicates a heavier weight of the row contributing to the non-uniformity of the matrix. It has been widely used for outlier detection in statistical data analysis. In recent applications [5, 37] , it also emerges as a fundamental tool for constructing randomized matrix sketches. Given a matrix A ∈ R n×d , a sketch of A is another matrix B ∈ R ×d where is significantly smaller than n but still approximates A well, more specifically,
. Theoretical accuracy guarantees have been derived for random sampling methods based on statistical leverage scores [37, 20] .
Considering our setup which is to approximate a matrix for solving a least squares problem and also the computational efficiency, we adopt the following leverage score based sampling method:
Given a sketch size , define a distribution {p i , ..., p n } 3 with p i =
, the sketch is formed by independently and randomly selecting rows of A without replacement, where the ith row is selected with probability p i . Based on this, we are able to select the samples that contributes the most to a given dataset. The remaining problem is to embed it in a sequence of tasks and still generate promising approximations to solve the least squares problem. In order to achieve that, we make use of the concept of frequent directions.
Frequent Directions
Frequent directions extends the idea of frequent items in item frequency approximation problem to a matrix [18, 10, 34] and it is also used to generate a sketch for a matrix, but in a data streaming environment. As the rows of A ∈ R n×d are fed in one by one, the original idea of frequent directions is to first perform Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the first 2 rows of A and shrink the top singular values by the same amount which is determined by the ( + 1)th singular value, and then save the product of the shrunken top singular values and the top right singular vectors as a sketch for the first 2 rows of A. With the next rows fed in, append them behind the sketch and perform the shrink and product. This process is repeated until reaching the final sketchÂ ∈ R ×d for A ∈ R n×d . Different from the leverage score sampling sketching technique, a deterministic bound is guaranteed for the accuracy of the sketch:
Inspired by the routine of frequent directions in a streaming data environment, our OLSS method is constructed as follows: First initialize a 'sketch' matrixÂ ∈ R ×d and a correspondingB ∈ R ×m . For the first task (A 1 ∈ R n1×d , B 1 ∈ R n1×m ), we randomly select rows of A and (the corresponding rows of) B without replacement according to the leverage score sampling defined above with probability distribution based on A's leverage scores, then train the model on the sketch (Â,B); after seeing Task 2, we append (A 2 , B 2 ) to the sketch (Â,B) respectively and again randomly select out of + n 2 data samples according to the leverage score sampling with the probability distribution based on the leverage scores of [Â T , A 
]
T ∈ R ( +n2)×d , and form a new sketchÂ ∈ R ×d andB ∈ R ×d , then train on it. This process is repeated until the end of the task sequence. We present the step by step procedure in Algorithm 1.
, {p1, ..., pn} forms a probability distribution.
Main Algorithm
The original idea of leverage score sampling and frequent directions both have the theoretical accuracy bounds with the sketch on the error term
The bounds show that the sketcĥ A contains the relevant information used to form the covariance matrix of all the data samples A T A, in other words, the sketch captures the relationship among the data samples in the feature space (which is of dimension d). For a sequence of tasks, it is common to have noisy data samples or interruptions among samples for different tasks. The continuous update of important rows in a matrix (data samples for a sequence of tasks), or the continuous effective forgetting of less useful rows may serve as a filter to remove the unwanted noise.
Different from most existing methods, Algorithm 1 does not work directly with the training model, instead it could be considered as data pre-processing which constantly extracts useful information from previous and current tasks. Because of its parallel construction, OLSS could be combined with all the aforementioned algorithms to further improve its performance.
Algorithm 1 Online Leverage Score Sampling
Input: A sequence of tasks {(A1, B1), ..., (Ai, Bi), ...} with Ai ∈ R n i ×d and Bi ∈ R n i ×m ; initialization of the model parameters; a space parameter i.e., number of samples to pass in the model for training. It can be set as ni or even smaller after receiving the i-th task, which avoids extra memory and computations during training. Output: A trained neural network on a sequence of tasks.
1: Initialize a buffer set S = {Â,B} where bothÂ andB are empty. 2: while the ith task is presented do 3: ifÂ andB are empty then 4: setÂ = Ai andB = Bi, 5: else
7:
Perform SVD: [U, Σ, V T ] = svd(Â).
8:
Randomly select rows ofÂ andB without replacement based on probability Uj,:
F for j ∈ {1, ..., ni + } (or j ∈ {1, ..., ni} when i = 1) and set them asÂ andB respectively.
9:
Train the model withÂ ∈ R ×d andB ∈ R ×m .
Regarding the computational complexity, when n i is large, the SVD ofÂ ∈ R (ni+ )×d in Step 6 is computationally expensive which takes O((n i + )d
2 ) time. This procedure is for the computation of leverage scores which can be sped up significantly with various leverage score approximation techniques in the literature [5, 2, 29] , such as through the randomized algorithm in [5] , the leverage scores forÂ could be approximated in O((n i + )d log(n i + )) time.
However, one possible drawback of the above procedure is that the relationship represented in a covariance matrix is linear, so any underlying nonlinear connections among the data samples may not be fully captured in the sketch. Furthermore, the structure of the function f would also affect the information required to be kept in the sketch in order to perform well on solving the least squares problem in (2) . As such, there may exist certain underlying dependency of a data sample's importance on the DNN model architecture. This remains a future research direction.
Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm OLSS on three classification tasks used as benchmarks in related prior work.
• Rotated MNIST [19] : a variant of the MNIST dataset of handwriten digits [16] , the digits in each task are rotated by a fixed angle between 0 • to 180
• . The experiment is on 20 tasks and each task consists of 60, 000 training and 10, 000 testing samples.
• Permutated MNIST [14] : a variant of the MNIST dataset [16] , the digits in each task are transformed by a fixed permutation of pixels. The experiment is on 20 tasks and each task consists of 60, 000 training and 10, 000 testing samples.
• Incremental CIFAR100 [28, 39] : a variant of the CIFAR object recognition dataset with 100 classes [15] . The experiment is on 20 tasks and each task consists of 5 classes; each task consists of 2, 500 training and 500 testing samples. Where, each task introduces a new set of classes; for a total number of 20 tasks, each new task concerns examples from a disjoint subset of 5 classes.
In the setting of [19] for incremental CIFAR100, a softmax layer is added to the output vector which only allows entries representing the 5 classes in the current task to output values larger than 0. In our setting, we allow the entries representing all the past occurring classes to output values larger than 0. We believe this is a more natural setup for continual learning.
For the aforementioned experiments, we compare the performance of the following algorithms:
• A simple SGD predictor.
• EWC [14] , as discussed earlier in Section 2.
• GEM [19] , as discussed earlier in Section 2.
• iCaRL [28] , it classifies based on a nearest-mean-of-exemplars rule, keeps an episodic memory and updates its exemplar set continuously to prevent catastrophic forgetting. It is only applicable to incremental CIFAR100 experiment due to its requirement on the same input representation across tasks.
• OLSS (ours).
In addition to these, experiments were also conducted using SI [39] and the same three tasks. However, no significant improvement in performance and a sensitivity to learning rate parameter choice was observed, with learning ability being relatively better than online EWC. As such we don't show SI performance in our plots. It can however be tested using our open sourced code 4 for this paper.
The competing algorithms SGD, EWC, GEM and iCaRL were implemented based on the publicly available code from the original authors of the GEM paper [19] ; a plain SGD optimizer is used for all algorithms. The DNN used for rotated and permuted MNIST is an MLP with 2 hidden layers and each with 400 rectified linear units; whereas a smaller version of ResNet18 [13] , with three times less feature maps across all layers is used for the incremental CIFAR100 experiment. We train 5 epochs with batch size 200 on rotated and permuted MNIST datasets and 10 epochs with batch size 100 on incremental CIFAR100. The regularization and memory hyper-parameters in EWC, iCaRL and GEM were set as described in [19] . The space parameter for our OLSS algorithm was set to be equal to the number of samples in each task. The learning rate for each algorithm was determined through a grid search on {0. 
Results
To evaluate the performance of different algorithms, we examine
• The average test accuracy (Figure 1 (left) ), defined as
Acc(task i) after training x = k tasks.
• Task 1's test accuracy (Figure 1 (right) ), defined as Acc(task 1) after training x = k tasks.
• Wall clock time ( Table 1) .
As observed from Figure 1 (left) across the three benchmarks, OLSS achieves similar average task accuracy or slightly higher compared to GEM and clearly outperforms SGD, EWC and iCaRL. This demonstrates the the ability of OLSS for continuously selecting useful data samples with progressive learning to overcome the catastrophic forgetting issue. In terms of maintaining the performance of the earliest task (Task 1) after training a sequence of tasks, OLSS shows the most robust performance at par with GEM on rotated and permutated MNIST, and slightly worse than GEM as the number of tasks increases in case of incremental CIFAR100. However, both these methods, significantly outperform SGD, EWC and iCaRL.
In order to compare the computational time complexity across the methods, we report the walk clock time in Table 1 . Noticeably, SGD is the fastest among all the algorithms, however performs the worst as observed in Figure 1 , then followed by OLSS and EWC (only in the case of CIFAR100, EWC is relatively faster than OLSS). The algorithms iCaRL and GEM both demand much higher computational costs, with GEM being significantly slow compared to the rest. This behavior is expected due to the requirement of additional constraint validation and at certain occasions, a gradient projection step (in order to correct for constraint violations across data samples from previously learned tasks stored in the memory buffer) in GEM (see Section 3 in [19] ). As such although the buffered replay-memory based approach in GEM prevents catastrophic forgetting, the computational cost becomes prohibitively slow to be performed online while training DNNs on sequential multi-task learning scenarios.
Based on the performance and computational efficiency on all three datasets, OLSS emerges as the most favorable among the current state of the art algorithms for continual learning. 
Discussions
The space parameter of OLSS ( in Algorithm 1) could be varied to balance its accuracy and efficiency.
Here the choice of = n i (number of samples in current task) is selected such that the number of training samples would be standardized across all algorithms, enabling effective compression and extraction of data samples for OLSS in a straightforward comparison. However, it is to be noted that if = n i , OLSS indeed requires some additional memory in order to compute the SVD of concatenated sketch of previous tasks and the current task. Unless, the algorithm is run in an edge computing environment with limited memory on chip, this issue could be ignored.
On the other hand, GEM and iCaRL keep an extra episodic memory throughout the training process. Memory size was set to be 256 for GEM and 1280 for iCaRL by considering the accuracy and efficiency in the experiments. Variations on the size of the episodic memory would also affect their performance as well as the running time. As described earlier, GEM requires a constraint validation step and a potential gradient projection step for every update of the model parameters. As such the computational time complexity in this case is proportional to the product of the number of samples kept in the episodic memory, the number of parameters in the model and the number of iterations required to converge. In contrast, OLSS uses a SVD to compute the leverage scores for each task which can be achieved in a time complexity proportional to the product of the square of the number of features and the number of data samples. This is considerably less compared to GEM as shown in Table 1 . The computational complexity can be further reduced with fast leverage score approximation methods like randomized algorithm in [5] .
As shown in Figure 2 , after training the whole sequence of tasks, both GEM and OLSS are able to preserve the accuracy for most tasks on rotated and permuted MNIST. Nevertheless, it is difficult to completely recover the accuracy of previously trained tasks on CIFAR100 for all algorithms. In case of synaptic consolidation based method like EWC, the loss function contains additional regularization or penalty terms for each previously trained tasks. These additional penalties are isolated from each other. As the number of tasks increases, it may loose the elasticity in consolidating the overlapping parameters, and as such show a steeper slope in the EWC plot of Figure 2 . 
Conclusions
We presented a new approach in addressing the continual learning problem with deep neural networks. It is inspired by the randomization and compression techniques typically used in statistical analysis. We combined a simple importance sampling technique -leverage score sampling with the frequent directions concept and developed an online effective forgetting or compression mechanism that preserves meaningful information from previous and current task, enabling continual learning across a sequence of tasks. Despite its simple structure, the results on classification benchmark experiments (designed for the catastrophic forgetting issue) demonstrate its effectiveness as compared to recent state of the art.
